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LIMITED

SEATS!

Available for maximum of 20 pax to maintain an intimate
forum for learning and discussion.

TRAINING

ON

SCENARIO PLANNING

INTRODUCTION

TRAINING MODULE

Scenario planning is a foresight methodology used for medium to long-term strategic analysis and
planning. It is used to develop policies and strategies that are robust, resilient and flexible in a structured
way, thus will allow governments and organisations to think about the future, exploring stories about how
it might unfold.
MIGHT as the leading organisation engaged in foresight programme, has been conducting series of
foresight trainings locally and internationally mostly to government agencies and industries. This
workshop will help participants to learn about tools and methods that can be used to identify future
scenarios, analyse the impacts of those futures, and enable to prepare and make appropriate decisions
today.
MIGHT will be organising two days training program on scenario building and planning. Experts from
MIGHT will be leading the training which is based on the MIGHT’s foresight programme.
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Concepts of Foresight and Futures
Introduction to Scenario Planning
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Scoping the project
Identifying issues and trends
Identifying the main drivers of change
Defining key drivers of uncertainty
Generating the scenarios
Creating storyline

Day 2

OBJECTIVES

WHO SHOULD ATTEND

• Impart sound foundation of Scenario Planningknowledge in enhancing effectiveness of long
term planning.

•
•
•
•
•

• Knowledge transfer and practical know-how on
Scenario Planning methodologies
• Sharing of experiences on practical approaches
in foresight projects

NEXT TRAINING
2nd Series
24-25/04/2019

3rd Series
30-31/07/2019

4th Series
29-30/10/2019

Professionals
Policy makers
Managers
Academia
Industry representatives and
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: Validating the scenarios
: Assessing Implications & defining possible responses
: Recognising signposts
: Monitoring and updating the scenarios

FEES

To those who are applying foresight as instrument
for strategic decision in technology development,
innovation and industrial policy.

Fees per pax is RM 2,000.00. Details rates are as below.

LEARNING OUTCOME

MIGHT Members / Government
Non-MIGHT Members

CATEGORIES & RATES

RM 1800
RM 2000

AT THIS TRAINING YOU WILL:
• Understand and familiarize with Scenario
Planning concepts and methodologies.
• Introduce to the tools to assess the scenarios
and test its robustness.
• Learn and gain knowledge of the basic
techniques to develop basic scenarios.
• Learn the methods most commonly used to
facilitate this process
• Develop skills in building robust strategies
and policies

Register
Register Today
Today

Contact:
adikhairul@might.org.my (012 376 6739) /
huda@might.org.my (012 616 1450)
or download the registration form at

www.might.org.my
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RUSHDI ABDUL RAHIM
SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT / DIRECTOR
myForesight ®

Rushdi was also featured as one of
the 25 futurist in “Leading Thought’s
– How to Use a Futurist”

Rushdi Abdul Rahim is a Senior Vice President in Malaysian Industry-Government Group for High Technology (MIGHT). He
is also the Director of myForesight®, Malaysian Foresight Institute. He overseas and manages various foresight & future
related activities that is conducted by both MIGHT and myForesight®.
Undertaking foresight projects and horizon & trend scanning activities, during the past few years he led the completion
of a number of major foresight initiatives including Youth Defined-Shape the Future; the engagement of youth in foresight
as well as Future Rail 2030; a foresight project for the development rail industry in Malaysia. He is the Co-Chair for the
working committee on Prioritization of Technology for R & D under the National Science and Research Council (NSRC).
He is also a member of steering committee for Akademi Sains Malaysia’s Science Outlook as well as Standard’s Malaysia’s Governance Structure of
Standardization, Quality Management, Accreditation & Metrology (SQAM).
With more than 20 years industry experience, his area of specialization is foresight and future studies, strategic planning and project management
consultancy. To date he has been involved in numerous technology related policy formulation and industrial sector development plans.
His experience and involvement has been sought in various forums and workshops advocating the use of foresight & futures thinking both locally
and internationally. He is also Chief Editor for myForesight® quarterly publication.

MOHD NURUL AZAMMI MOHD NUDRI
DEPUTY DIRECTOR
myForesight ®

Azammi's experiences and findings in
foresight and futures studies has
taken him to Japan, Eqypt & Iran

Mohd Nurul Azammi’s early working experience started with Malaysian Industry-Government Group for Technology
(MIGHT) in 2002 as a researcher under Malaysian Aerospace Council (MAC) where MIGHT is the Secretariat. The scope
of work is to conduct industry intelligence and formulate initiatives to support industry growth in line with the National
Aerospace Blueprint. In 2005, he was part of the team responsible in the conceptualisation and operationalisation of
Technology Depository Agency that manages Offset programmes - the spin-off from the Government procurement
initiative.
In 2007, Institute of Aeronautique Et Spatial (IAS) offered him a grant funded by French Aerospace Industries Association
(GIFAS) to further study in MBA Aerospace in Toulouse, France. He re-joined MIGHT in 2009 as the Project Manager for ECER Study on Kemaman
Heavy Industries Park and Shipbuilding & Ship-repair Park in Terengganu. Prior to his current position in Malaysian Foresight Institute
(myForesight®), he served the Science Advisor of the Prime Minister as the special officer. Now he led myForesight® team in delivering of foresight
initiatives, among others development of Future Rail 2030: the National Rail Industry Roadmap in 2012, National R&D Prioritisation Area with
National Science and Research Council (NSRC) in 2012, Iranian ICT Foresight Scoping and Green Technology Foresight 2030 with KeTTHA in 2013,
National Aerospace Blueprint and Future of Malaysian Public Service beyond 2020 in 2014.

AZMIL MOHD. AMIN
PROGRAMME DIRECTOR
myForesight ®

Azmil is a certified HRDF trainer
with over 10 years' experience
in government and corporate
sector training.

Azmil Mohd. Amin joined Malaysian Industry-Government Group for High Technology (MIGHT) in 2010 as Project
Manager overseeing consultancy services for a regional development authority. Subsequently, he was assigned to
Malaysian Foresight Institute or myForesight® an outfit under MIGHT where his involvement as team member has
contributed to various foresight initiatives such as National Technology Foresight, an initiative under the Ministry of
Science, Technology and Innovation (MOSTI) and Future of Malaysian Public Service Beyond 2020, a strategic foresight to
determine policy direction beyond 2020 sponsored by the United Nations Development Program (UNDP).
His task in myForesight also required him to build extensive network and engagement through various platforms in
mainstreaming foresight in government sector and among the youth. He holds a masters degree in Knowledge Management from UiTM.

